
 

 

It was a scorching hot day and I was digging through the golden 

sand trying to find treasure. I was starting to lose hope when I 

came across a blue stone. I carefully brushed away the sand, then 

began to examine the strange artefact. When I slowly ran my finger 

over the hieroglyphic symbols, I heard a beep, which sounded like 

my car alarm. The pyramid behind me suddenly grew taller and 

taller, while I stood frozen and confused. I was amazed to see a 

magnificent statue of a face. I pressed the mysterious symbols again 

and) the entrance appeared in front of me. Bravely, I entered to 

explore the tomb and began to explore what was inside. 

 

In my first paragraph, what types of words have I used? Try to 

include these in your writing. (See below for answers.) 

Adjective 

Adverb (usually a word ending –ly) 

Conjunction (e.g. which, if, however, while) 

 

As i entered through the door, i could sea hundreds and hundreds 

of treasures. suddenly, the door closed behind me and it was pitch 

blak  

i was terrified! i pulled out my torch and tried desperately to find the 

exit. I was scared. I walked through a passage. I could not get 

out. I was lost. Then, out of the blew, I was thrown out of a small 

openin like a sling shot. 

 

In my second paragraph, have I made any mistakes? Can you 

correct them? Remember when you are writing to read and check 

your work for mistakes and correct them. Check for punctuation, 

spelling and make sure your writing is exciting and interesting! 

(See below for support.) 

 

 



 

It was a scorching hot day and I was digging through the golden 

sand trying to find treasure. I was starting to lose hope when I 

came across a blue stone. I carefully brushed away the sand, then 

began to examine the strange artefact. When I slowly ran my finger 

over the hieroglyphic symbols, I heard a beep, which sounded like 

my car alarm. The pyramid behind me suddenly grew taller and 

taller, while I stood frozen and confused. I was amazed to see a 

magnificent statue of a face. I pressed the mysterious symbols again 

and) the entrance appeared in front of me. Bravely, I entered to 

explore the tomb and began to explore what was inside. 

 

As i entered through the door, i could sea hundreds and hundreds 

of treasures. suddenly, the door closed behind me and it was pitch 

blak .  

i was terrified! i pulled out my torch and tried desperately to find the 

exit. I was scared. I walked through a passage. I could not get 

out. I was lost. Then, out of the blew, I was thrown out of a small 

openin like a sling shot . 

 

Adjective Adverb Conjunction  

Error to be corrected. 

Sentence could be improved. 

 

 

We are looking forward to seeing your work. Positive points will be 

awarded for perseverance and using adjectives, adverbs and 

conjunctions. 

 


